Board certification in Japan: corruption and near-collapse of reform

The board certification system in Japan is undergoing reform, but it is likely to be watered down without significant improvement.

Traditionally, Japanese doctors had not given weight to board certification. Instead, they used to attach a high value in obtaining academic credentials such as a doctor's degree (PhD) by entering graduate schools. Until the 1990s, almost all doctors went through postgraduate training at university hospitals after graduation and these hospitals tended to be more academic than clinical. This tendency resulted in a lack of clinical skills among Japanese doctors.1 Because of the criticism that Japanese doctors lack clinical competence, the Ministry of Health, Labour, and Welfare in Japan mandated all doctors to have 2 years of official postgraduate clinical training beginning in 2004, either at university hospitals or at other community hospitals.2 As a result, more than half of the medical students that graduated elected to have training outside medical schools, attaching more weight on improving clinical skills, which was felt to be more difficult to achieve at university hospitals.

With the shift towards more interest in improving clinical competency, rather than academic achievements mainly in basic science, more young doctors now want board certifications instead of PhD degrees. Board certification in Japan began in 1962, but its quality has not been validated. It is usually provided by the society of a given subspecialty, and tends to be easy to obtain, and most programmes do not keep up with the expected clinical competency. In addition, many board certifications run by subspecialty societies require candidates to pay a membership fee to them, to attend annual meetings with certain poster/oral presentations, or publications of articles to the journal these societies publish. In short, academic societies running board certification systems and those candidates to be certified had significant conflicts of interest.

To unify and improve the standard of each specialty, the Japanese Board of Medical Specialties (J-BMS) was established in 2003. It aimed to establish high standards for physician specialty certification, requiring formal clinical training for doctors to be certified. It also tried to be an independent third party to avoid the conflicts of interest described above.3 However, the J-BMS was bombarded with criticism from many because the reform might attract doctors to big cities to have training to be specialists, and it could result in a lack of physicians in rural areas. Also, societies felt that they were deprived by the J-BMS of the authoritative power of providing board certification to their members. Because of these criticisms, many executive board members of the J-BMS were forced to resign including Yasuo Ikeda, who was the executive head at that time.

The new executive board members drafted a guideline on the new board certification, which was very disappointing. The guideline highlighted the importance of flexibility in regards to the relationship with other medical societies. In fact, the J-BMS simply compromised them to keep the status quo of society members becoming specialists easily, so that they can make society members happy. It even gave up on demanding subspecialty societies have training programmes. Instead, it allowed them to have curriculums to follow, so that doctors can be subspecialists without formal clinical training. To make matters even worse, the J-BMS is now given money to run by these societies. The relationship between academic societies and the J-BMS is not sound and the J-BMS does not keep the independence from these societies it originally aimed at. The J-BMS works for the interest of these societies, not for its specialist candidates, not to mention the people of Japan.

No board certification system is perfect. The American Board of Internal Medicine was recently criticised for placing too much emphasis on the maintenance of certification activities.4 It is clear that there needs to be a balance between the assurance of clinical competencies among specialists and its burden. Having stated it, the J-BMS will continue to engender incompetent specialists in Japan and will significantly compromise the quality of healthcare in this country. I believe that only a third-party audit by bodies outside Japan, like ACGME International, which has no conflicts of interest with these academic societies, can solve this problem.2 Japanese medical societies, including the J-BMS, have no capability of self-regulation.